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AMERICAN INDUSTRIES.-No. 66. 1 in all books which do not contain elaborate engravings, or I type by the wa�, the finest lines of the most delicate engrav· 
BOOK·MARING-THE AMERICAN BOOK EXCHANGE. of which only small editions are printed, constitutes a main I ing being clearly and sharply brought out. It takes about 

Most people have heard the story, in one way or another, portion of the cost of manufacture. It is a branch of the three hours' time for the deposit of sufficient copper to make 
of the old lady who dropped into a bookstore one morning business, however, in which it has been fouud very difficult a plate which will wear well, and when this is accomplished 
to have her old Bible reprinted, as she was advancing in to reduce the expense, as, notw ithstanding all the efforts type metal is cast upon the back of the thin sheet of copper 
years and wanted to get one in which the type was larger; made by inventors in different parts of the world for more to form a solid backing. The plates are now carefully planed 
how the obliging clerk took her order, and in the afternoon I than fifty years past to perfect a machine for type·setting, down on their backs to a uniform regular thickness, trimmed 
o

.
f the sa�e day furnis�ed. her wit� a .book having 

.
just the i it is �1I1y within a brie: period

. 
that a suc

.
cessful wo�king on the edg�s, and, w.here .the letterpress would show a good 

SIze of prmt and deSCrIptIOn of bmdmg she reqUIred, and machme has been contl'lved, WhICh, on plam work, WIll do deal of whIte paper In prmting, some of the extra metal is 
with which she was delighted as a faithful reproduction of the composition of a book at a lower price than the same cqt or "routed" out. The electrotyping for these publiclI-

can be done by hand . Such a machine, an illustration of 
which occupies the central position on the first page, has been 

l at work in the" Gray" printing office, in New York, for 
two years past, and a great deal of the composition required 
by the American Book Exchange has been done thereon. 
There are twenly of these machines in this establishment, 
and the cost of type·setting thereby is reduced nearly 50 per 
cent as compared with hand work. The machines are only 
suitable for plain work, such as history, biography, Iravels, 
etc. , where but one kind of type is used throughollt,' and the 
text is free from italics, quotations from foreiifn languages, 
tables of figures, etc. The type is compactly held in three 
different metallic cases, with separate grooves for the supply 
of each letter, the letters all lying in the same position. 
These cases are at the top of the machine, and Ihe operator 
sits in front of a keyboard just below; a touch on an y oue 
of the keys releases the particular letter or character desired, 
the bottom one in it's special compartment of the case, when 
it drops by)ts own gravity into a channel that conducts it 
to its proper position in the matter being composed. The 
types are thus set up in one long line, which is steadily 
pushed out to the left of the operator, where a "justifier" 
with a measure cuts it off in lengths suffieient to make lines 
of the width of the page of a book or newspaper column, as 
may be desired. 

The distribution of the type, or putting them back in regu· 
her cherished volume. Probably there are not many at this lar order in the cases after the printing has been done or a 
day who believe that books are made de novo with such ex-I plate made, i� performed by a separate machine, which works 
pedition; but the business of modern publishing houses re- automatically and very rapidly, needing only a boy to tend 
quires the help of so many essentially different industries, 
and the division of labor is so carried into a hundred details, 
that comparatively few, except those who have made a spe
cialty thereof, have any adeq uate idea of the several processes 
and the number of different hands which the work goes 
through in making a printed book. We have, therefore, taken 
as the subject of our industrial sketch this week the leading 
departments of this business, as carried on by the "Ameri. [ 
can Book EXChange," the style of a company which bas, 
within less than two years, become one of the largest pu b
lishers of standard books in the United States. 

tions is done at the establishment of Lovejoy & Son, who 
ha ve for several years made the electrotype plates from which 
the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN is printed. 

The types being set and the plates made, the form is now 
ready to "go to press," as printers term it, and one of the 
illustrations at the top of the first page represents the print
ing process. The work of the Book Exchangehas so quickly 
grown to such great dimensions that it has been difficult t o  
engage a sufficient number o f  the kind o f  presses desired to 

I 
do the work. The Adams press does the greater part of the 

i printing, over fifty presses being kept constantlyat work, and 
I fifteen of these working tbrough twenty-four hours a day. 

The Adams press is an old style book press, which does not 
work quite as rapidly as some presses of more recent design, 
but it has a thorough ink distribution, gives a firm, clear, 
and even impression, and has alway s been a favorite with 
printers for work which was to be done with great care. 
There are other presses which it is claimed wili do as good 
printing, but it is not pretended that any of them will do 
better book work than the Adams press. 

The business was inaugurated by the publication of one 
volume in January, 1879. It was started on the idea that 
the demand for standard books would be practically almost 
unlimited, if their price could be so reduced as to bring them 
within the reach of the masses. To be able to make large 
reductions in the price, it was imperative that extraordinary 
erlitions should be printed, as well as that their manufacture 
should be conducted according to the strictest business prin
ciples. Of a great proportion of the books printed such 
sm ll editions are usually sold that the expense of the prepa
ration of the plates, with even a moderate margin of profit 
to the publisher, makes the proportionate cost of each vol
ume very high as compared with what it would be were tbe 
books sold by the hundred thousand. Starting with these 
facts, and with the determination to issue only such books 
as would be universally acknowledged as standard, the origi
nators of this enterprise have already achieved a success so 
decided that, in looking over the work they are now doing, 
it seems no exaggeration when they claim to have effected a 

The sheets are now ready for binding, leading details of 
which are represented in the other illustrations on the first 
page. The printing is usually done in large forms, with 16, 

24,32, 36, or 48 pages on one side of a sheet, each sheet 
being styled a signature, and so marked at the bottom of the ���I�iil���Ri first page of such signature, that, when tbe IJinder places the 

"literary revolution," for, although the business nas been so 
recently established, they are now actually printing ano sell
ing over 5,000 books a day, nearly all of them being works 
such as no well selected libraJ:Y would be without, and the 
selling price being from one-fourth to one·tenth only of what 
the saine books eouid previously have been bought for. 

The initial work in the making of a book, after the" copy" 
is ready, is tbe COIP-posin� W arran!Sin� of the types, This, 

it. Each different letter or character has one or more nicks 
on the body of the type, so arranged as to be unlike the nicks 
on any otber letter, and the distributing machine places each 
type in its proper place according to theee nicks. An expert 
operator with one of these machines can compose from 
45,000 to 55,000 ems of type in a day of ten hours, while 
good compositors will hardly average the composition and 
distribution of 7,000 ems each in the same time. Includ
ing the justification and distribution, the extra correc
tion which a machine calls for, and the occasional attention 
of a machinist, the cost of composition comes to something 
less than 20 cents per 1,000 ems. 

There will always, however, be a great amount of work 
which, from the variety of characters employed, or the style 
of the text, must be done by hand, and the" Library of 
Universal Knowledge," now in course of publication, is of 
this description. It will be a verbatim reprint of the latest 
London edition of" Chambers's Encyclopa'dia,'� with ad
ditions by American editors, covering' some l!>"OOO separate 
topics, making one of tlie largest works of. this clas� ever 
issued. It will make fifteen volumes, octavo, of nearly 1,000 

pages each, closely printed type. Two volumes are to be 
bsued monthly, S. W. Green's Son, a Beekman street printer, 
having contracted to do tbe composition of seventy pages a 
day regularly-an amount of work of this 'character which 
but few of our large printing offices would undertake to ac
complish. 

It is very rare that a book is now printed directly from 
the types, but a mould is taken from the type form, from 
which a plate is made to print from. An illustration on this 
page shows a large press in which thetype form is placed to 
make this mould, thefaceof the type being carefully brushed 
with black lead, and the impression being made in wax, 
which is spread about a sixteenth of an inch thick on a metal 
backing. This wax mould is suspended in a solution of sul
phate of copper, sulphuric acid, and water, and connection 
being made with an electric machine, the copper is deposited 
i1) tbe mould to represent exactly the impression left in the 
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signatures in consecutive order, the pages of the book will 
all come in their proper plac8s. The binding is all done in 
establishments expressly fitted up foc this purpose at 1 8  

Spruce street, 2 6  Beekman street, 3 3  and 3 5 Vesey street, and 
8 Church street, where also are the packing and shipping 
departmen ts of the business. Representations of tbese several 
buildings will be found on this page. More than 5,000 books 

are now being bound dijlily in cloth and half Russia at these 
binderies, and new machinery is being put in, which, with 
the additional help that' can be employed, is intended to 
double this capacity. The number of hauds now engaged 
in this department averages 75 men and 140 women and 
girls. 

The folding of some of the work is done by. hand, while 
a large portion is dout) on folding machines, of whi<;h then) 



212 $cituHfic �mtricati. 
are six in constant operation. The machine will fold the From this wax mould electrotypes are made in the same 
sheets about as fast as a feeder can supply them. The sheet way as from a type form. 
is laid by points, so that the prin ted matter in each page will. A great proportion of the books first issued by the Ameri
come in just the same relative position with that in al'l the I can Book Exchange were such as have long been the 
other pages, when a long, light strip of metal, held by curved ! common property of mankind, irrespective of any author's 
arms, comes down and forces it through a narrow opening copyright property, such as the works of Macaulay, Gibbon, 
in the table-like top of the machine, whence it is taken i Milton, Goldsmith, the ancient classics, etc., besides others, 
through a series of tapes and rollers arranged so as to give! which, in the ahs&nce of any copyright treaties with other 
just the folds required. , countries, all American publishers are at liberty to reprint. 

After the folding comes the" gathering," or the putting i On several of their works, however, they pay a copyright to 
together of the different sheets which make a book. The I authors, and, from the great number of copies sold of every 
manner in which this is done will be readily understood from I work they take up, a small percentage on each not only 
the illustration, in which the employee is seen surrounded I makes the author's remuneration considerable, but affords 
by piles of sheets, taking one from each pile snccessively' him the further gratification, of infinitely greater worth to 
until all the signatures of a book are held together in the most authors. of knowing that his efforts are appreciated by 
hand. 

• the reading pUblic. Beyond this, however, the publishers 
As may be supposed, in the rapidity with which the I have a special editorial corps of their own, including the 

folding and gathering are performed the sheets are not pressed 
I 
names of authors who have for years enjoyed a high literary 

firmly and solidly together as they appear in a bound book . reputation, and their expenses in this department alone now 
but to effect this they are put in a powerful press, called the' amount to about $20,000 a year. /-

"smasher," which instantly squeezes them so tight that the No mere statement, however, coverIng the details of this 
book will then be almost as hard as a board, and only an out- extended industry can give a correct comprehension of the 
side leaf or so in a pile of several thousand will be loose. In value of the work to the general pubUc which is thus being 
this state they are taken to a machine where two or three or accomplished. A library of the best description is, by this 
more shallow cuts are sawed across the backs, just sufficient 

I 
system of publishing, made to cost so little that there are but 

to allow room for a strong cord to pass through. 
I 
few mechanics and laboring men in the country who cannot, 

In the sewing. the books as gathered are placed in piles I if they will, become the possessors of the WOl'ks of some of 
from 12 to 18 inches high, and these cords are arranged on I the greates�-authors who ever lived. As a factor in the edu
frames at such distances that they will pass through the cuts cation of the rising generation its influence will be widely 
sawed in the backs of the sheets. Tha cords are kept taut felt; for, of the 5,000 standard books a day now being sold 
by screws in the frames. and each sheet is sewed arollnd at these low prices, it is safe to say that only a very small 
these cords, but so that the whole pile of books sewe!iaround proportion would be taken at the prices which such works 
the cords may be worked along, to allow of little ends of have heretofore cost. They now go t() the masses, to people 
cord being left on each side, when the string of books, as it who buy because they want to read them, and not to use 
might be called, is cut apart. These ends are made firm them to fill up so many square feet of wall space in a library, 
with glue in. the cover or casing, when that is put on, and and the rapidity with which the demand is increasing affords 
glue entirely over the back also holds the cords in their the best possible evidence that the American Book Exchange 
places. After the sewing the edges have to be trimmed in is meeting an acknowledged want of the reading com
a cutter, of which there are several styles, then the back is mun ity. 
rounded by a machine, the volume being held in a sort of The details of the business in every department are under 
vise, which will yet allow the sign atures to be slightly moved, the personal management of Mr. John B. Alden, Manager, 
when a roller moving in a circle is passed forward and back in the Tribune Building, where the offices and a large retail 
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A prize of $200 was offered' for the utilization of the resi
dues of manufactories. Camille Vincent, civil engineer, 
and Professor of Chemistry in the Central School, received 
this prize, for the creation of new industries, namely, the 
manufacture of methyl-chlorure, trimethylamine, and some 
interesting applications of re frigeration, the extraction of 
perfumes, etc. The importance of these inventions is well 
known to our manufacturers of aniline colors, and Mr. Mas
signon, a perfume manufacturer of France, has testified that 
by the employment of methyl chlorure, he is able to ex
tract 2,200 pounds of flowers a day in his manufactory at 
Cannes; the compression pump used hy him being able to 
produce 134 pounds of ice per hour. 

Mr� Abel Martin, of Paris, received the memorial medal 
and a prize of $200, for an invention which renders tissues 
and wood incombustible without destroying their color. 

A silver medal was awarded to Mr. Idrac, of Toulouse, 
for a process for the quick desiccation of wood. 

Mr. Goetz received $100 for his labors in the direction of 
reclaiming plains with quick grass. 

A prize of $300 was awarded to Mr. Petit for the inven
tion of a process by which a photographic plate can be con· 
verted into a typographic plate. The ingenious process 
consists in using bichromated gelatine plates, by means of 
which photographic pictures in relief are obtained, copies 
of which can be immediately used for printing. 

Besides this, 13 gold medals, 9 platina medals, 14 silver 
medals, and 12 bronze medals, have been awarded for other 
useful inventions. 

----------� .. �'H.�.� .. �-----------

ENGINEERING INVENTIONS. 
An improved pumping engine has been patented by Mr. 

Charles B. Wells, of Ronkonkoma, N. Y. The object of 
this improvement is to adapt such engines for pumping 
water, and specially for fire engines for use in situations 
where a steam fire engine would be too expensive. The in
vention consists in the combination with the cylinders of the 
engine, which are formed with water jackets, of a pump 
having its induction pipe connected with the jacketed space 
of the cylinders, so that while the pump is in operation the 
water passing around the cylinders will keep the cylinders 
and pistons cool and prevent the engines from becoming in
operative by unequal e1l:pansion. over the back of the volume. The old style of doing this store are situated. 

.. , • , .. An improved locomotive lift pipe has been patented by work was by pounding the edges with a mallet, but the ma
Distribution 01' the Prizes of the Society 01' Encourage- Mr. Thomas Plain, of Elmira, N. Y. The object of this in-chine has entirely superseded this class of work. 

The dexterity with which experienced hands can put to
gether book covers cannot fail to be surprising to one wit
nessing the operation for the first time. A particular kind 

:ment in France. vention is to insure better combustion in a locomotive and 

Th e S . t f th E t f N t' 1 I d t . to prevent the accumulation of cinders in the locomotive OCIe y or e ncouragemen 0 a lOna n us ry 
k b in France is one of the most admirable benefactors of that smo e ox. 

An improvement in turbine water wheels has been patented of thin muslin, made for the purpose, and furnished in as country, for, working in silence and without show, it en
many different shades as there are styles of dress prints in a courages competition in industry and art by prizes and 
season, is the staple article for all "cloth" bindings. It is. l'€wards. This society includes among its members eminent 
cut enough larger than the two sides and back of a book to .scientists, skillful manufacturers, and a number of men in 
allow room to fold the edges well over, but the pasteboard all branches of knowledge, who act as judges in the distri
it is intended to cover is cut out, generally by a machine, of bution of prizes. The present presitJ,ent is M. Dumas. The 
the desired shape and size. A workman will lay out a dozen prizes distributed this year are the following: 
of these muslin pieces for covers, brush them thoroughly 1. The great medal for fine arts «(fl'ande medaille de8 
with glue, place the pasteboard for the sides in position, put Beaux Arts), the disposal of which lies with the Committee 
in a piece of thick paper or cardboard to stiffen the back, of Building and Art. 
deftly fold over all the edges, and pass the whole pile through 2 . . The great prize founded by the Marquis of Argenteuil, 
a press, almost before an observer comprehends what he is which is bestowed every six years. 
doing. 3 .  The prize" Elphege Baude," for the perfection of the 

When the edges of a book are to be gilded this part of the materials for civil engineering. 
work is done after the trimming, a great number of books 4. Several different prizes for competition by the society. 
being held tightly in a press, when the edges, which are The great medal was given to Mr. Charles Garnier, the 
trimmed so evenly and held so closely that they present a architect of the new Opera House in Paris. Mr. Rossi
smooth surface, are brushed over with a thin sizing, made gneux, member of the Committee of Building and Art, read, 
principally of isinglass glue, and the gold leaf is laid on and in the name of the committee, a report in which he gave a 
burnished with a hot iron. The stamping, or lettering on short description of this beautiful building, one of the 
the covers in gold, is done very much after the same princi- grandest of Europe, and paid a fitting tribute to the merits 
pIe, the gold leaf being pressed in by a heated stamp. The of its author. 
embossing, by which the various designs of cloth covers are The grand prize of the Marquis of Argenteuil was re
made, either plain or with ink impressed in the design, is ceived by Mr. Alphonse Poitevin for his remarkable im
done in a powerful press, especially built for this purpose, provements in photography. This gentleman had already 
from mebl patterns cut in a great variety of styles. After received the highest awards of France, Russia, and Austria, 
this the book is ready for the finisher, who puts on its case during the International Exhibition of 1878. 

or cover, making the inside of the cover to match the fly Mr. Hersent, who has at present the supervision of the 
leaf at the front and back, putting in a beaded or corded harbor repairs at Toulon, one of the most skillful engineers 
trimming around the back at top and bottom if desired, and of France, was the recipient of the golden medal of the 
remedying any imperfections which may have been allowed prize" Elphege Baude," on account of his important inven-
to pass in other portions of the work. tions for submarine structures. 

We have thus followed the ):look through, from the time Among the other prizes may be mentioned that given to 
the copy is put in the printer's hands until the volumes are Mr. Alexis de Bisschop for the invention of his small gas 
ready to go to the shelves of the bookseller, but our notice motor. The following problem was solved in the construc
would be incomplete without reference to the work done by tion of this motor: The invention of a motor with rotation 
what is called the" process" system of engraving. There 
are several patented methods of doing this work, and it is a 
distinct branch of business which has grown up entirely 
WithIll the past fifteen years. By these processes a photo
graph is made of what is to be reproduced, from eithe, a 
woodcut, a steel or copper engraving, a lithograph, a pen 
and ink drawing, or a page of printed matter. In this man· 
ner the publishers are now reproducing by photo-electrotypes 
the plates of Young's "Bible Concordance," a very elaborate 
work, in which, lllterspersed through the EnglIsh text, are 
numerous quotations from the Grt:'ek, Hebrew, and Arabic, 
making a book which would prove a very difficult work for 
the most skillful composItor or the most accomphshed proof· 
reader. In this way, however, the pages are simply put be· 
fore a camera, when a negative is taken by which an exact 
impression is made through a thin film of wax. when all the 
other parts are eaten away by acids, leaving the clear repre
sentation of the picture or print photographed in rehef with 
an accuracy whlCh can only be secured by such process. 

shaft, which furnishes to the workman who has to work in 
his own room a power of from 43 to 145 foot pounds per 
second. The construction of the motor must be such as to 
permit the regulation of the power according to the require
ments, and without much dIfficulty. Mr. Bisschop's Illven
tion answers all these conditions perfectly. The model of 
his machine presented before the society gives 36 foot 
pounds, and uses only two cents' worth of gas per hour (Paris 
price). The cost of the machine is $100. These machines 
are constructed by Messrs. Mignon and Rouart, in Paris, 
who manufacture also a larger size, costing $180, and giv .. 
ing a power of 180 foot pounds per second,while the cost of 
the gas used amounts to five cents per hour. 

A prize of $400 was offered for the invention of a means 
by which the shock and the vibrations produced in build
mgs by steam hammers, etc., could be nullified. Mr. An
thoni. who solved the problem, by introducing India-rubber 
plates between the foundations of the machine and the floor, 
received $100 of this prize. 
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by Messrs. AloertL. Moore and Norman S. Parker, of Port· 
land, Oregon. This is an improvement upon the water 
wheel for which letters patent were granted to the same in
ventor January 17, 1871. The object of the improvement 
is to obtain both percussive and reactionary effect by the 
water upon the wheel, and to construct a gate so that it 
may be easily operated. 

An improvement in fire engine boilers has been patented 
by Mr. Truckson S. La France, of Elmira, N. Y. The ob
jects of this invention are to protect the crown sheet of the 
boiler from the dangers of low water, to raise steam quickly, 
and to prevent mud deposits in the boiler tubes. 

Mr. Samuel Emery, of South Toledo, Ohio, has patented 
an improvement in that class of brakes in which the shoe 
engages with a wheel which is smaller than and indepen
dent of the wheels on which the car runs. It is particularly 
applicable to street railway cars. 

An improved triangular trusB bridge has been patented by 
Mr. Cyrus W. Wheeler, of Brownville, Neb. The object of 
this invention is to proportion the several parts of triangular 
truss bridges in accordance with the maximum stress to 
which they are respectively liable, thereby avoiding needless 
expenditure of material. 

.... � .. 

An English Magistrate on Patents. 

The recorder of Walsall (Eng.), Mr. J. S. Neal, in charg
ing the grand jury, said the recent boiler explosion at 
Walsall was a most appalling lesson of the danger that sur
rounded all modern machinery connected with steam, and 
of the necessity of adopting all safeguards that invention 
could suggest. It was within his knowledge that a patent 
to prevent boiler explosions, and which had every prospect 
of rendering such an accident as the recent calamity all but 
impossible, was on the point of being taken out ten years 
ago, but was delayed and would probably be lost through 
the unjust action of the patent laws. There was no law 
which ingenuity could frame whIch would confer a greater 
benefit on trade and commerce, and also on humanity at 
large, than a reform III the patent laws by a reduction to the 
smallest and most nominal amount of the fees and costs in 
taking out new patents, and in the place of such reduction, 
the substitution of an ad valorem duty of say five per cent 
on every sale or transfer of every patent which by its suc
cess had become valuable. The comparative trifle for which 
patents can be protected in America was one great cause 
why she has gone ahead of us in scientific matters. 

. ... ... 

ThifWheat Crop 01' France. 
Russia; being the chIef wheat exporting country of 

Europe, is usually considered the greatest wheat grower. 
Yet the wheat crop of France is much larger, her annual 
crop being 286,448,000 bushels, against RUSSIa's 224,000,000. 

Thanks to her abundant manufactories, France finds a mar· 
ket at home for all her wheat; and we hope the time is not 
far distant when the same will be said of the United States. 
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